Annex 5

Comparing Two Shahid Boroujerdi Plats with Google Earth Imagery of the Site
Iranian Tunnel Plot (Single Tunnel Entrance) and Topographic Map Dated November 12, 2002
Overlaid on Google Earth with Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004
(Location: Parchin, Iran)

Primary Tunnel Entrance

Second Tunnel Entrance (NOT Shown on this tunnel plot, but added Later)

Planned Half-Buried Facilities
Planned Half-Buried Facilities
Second Tunnel Entrance (NOT Shown on this tunnel plot, but added Later)
Google Earth Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004
(Location: Parchin, Iran)

Primary Tunnel Entrance

Second Tunnel Entrance

Planned Half-Buried Facilities

Image Landsat / Copernicus Image © 2008 DigitalGlobe
Iranian Plot for Half-Buried Facilities and Topographic Map Dated November 12, 2002
Overlaid on Google Earth with Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004
(Location: Parchin, Iran)
Iranian Single Entrance Tunnel and Half-Buried Facilities Plots and Topographic Map Dated November 12, 2002 Overlain on Google Earth with Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004 (Location: Parchin, Iran)

- Primary Tunnel Entrance
- Planned Half-Buried Facilities
- Second Tunnel Entrance (NOT Shown on this tunnel plot, but added Later)
Google Earth Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004
(Location: Parchin, Iran)

Primary Tunnel Entrance

Planned Half-Buried Facilities Alcoves

Second Tunnel Entrance
Iranian Tunnel Plot (Two Tunnel Entrances) and Topographic Map Dated November 12, 2002
Overlain on Google Earth with Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004
(Location: Parchin, Iran)
Iranian Tunnel Plot (Two Tunnel Entrances) and Topographic Map Dated November 12, 2002 Overlain on Google Earth with Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004 (Location: Parchin, Iran)

- Primary Tunnel Entrance
- Second Tunnel Entrance
- Planned Half-Buried Facilities Alcoves
- Blast Trap

Image Landsat / Copernicus Image © 2018 DigitalGlobe
Composite of All Iranian Tunnel Plots and Topographic Map Dated November 12, 2002
Overlain on Google Earth with Satellite Imagery from March 3, 2004
(Location: Parchin, Iran)